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Wanna send the same old text messages or try something different? 

Then you’ll love these cute text message tricks to get his attention and get him 

chatting. 

I’ve used these all myself personally and they work. 

But, despite being a man and testing these out on women, I can tell you that the 

concepts are the same to send them to guys. 

I do think they work better on men, though. 

Why? 

Because we love when women flirt with us. 

These cute text message tricks follow a formula, which means you can follow the 

steps but also customize it to your preferences. 

And almost every time you will get his attention and he won’t resist the 

temptation to respond back. 

5 Secret Text Message Tricks to 
Get His Attention and Get a 

Response 
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The reason they work is because they follow one key strategy… 

The Key Strategy to Successful Flirty Text Messaging 

Create curiosity and make it fun. 

Make him chase you by guessing what you’re thinking and feeling. 

That’s how us men like to interact with you. 

Here are 5 secret text message tricks to try out… 

1. Backwards Text Messages 

This works especially well for the fun, laid-back, flirty type who wants to play 

along. 

A backwards-written message will look like a foreign language? 

It will entice them to ask you what you mean. 

Or they will notice that it’s written in reverse and try to decode it. 

Either way, if he is playful like you then he will love the creativeness and your 

flirtatiousness. 

It really doesn’t quite matter what you write.  But if you have already gotten flirty 

with him then the flirtier the message the better. 

*One Special Note: While you can certainly try these out on your crush, they’re 

more designed for guys who have already shown an interest in you or with 

someone you already have a relationship with or started to date. 
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Examples: 

• Gniod ma I tahw sseug? 

• Won uoy ot od ot ekil dluow I tahw wonk? 

• …😉 dluoc I hsiw yllaer I. 

• Yzarc gnihtemos rof doom eht in 😉? 

• Dliw teg s’tel! 

2. Fill-In the Blank Text Messages 

Toy with him. 

Make it obvious. 

Send a flirty text but leave out a keyword (or a few key words). 

The sentence will end up incomplete and will force him to ask what you’re saying. 

That’s what you want- for him to interact. 

Examples: 

• Every time I think of your ___. Mmm, I can’t contain myself. 

• What’s the craziest place you ever ____ 😉? 

• The one thing I like most about you is ___ 😉. 

• I never felt so ___ until you ___.  

• Guess what ____ I just took off? 😉 

Sometimes you have to get a little kinky. 

If you wanna get kinky with him then check out my post 10 Kinky and Cute Text 

Messages to Make Him Chase. 
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And here’s another simple, yet fun type of text message. 

3. Foreign Language Messages 

This one really gets him guessing. 

Make him ask what you said and if you know how to speak the language. 

Kick it up a notch, though. 

Make it flirty. 

And you don’t have to know the language. 

Either Google Translate it or a ask a friend. 

Here are some examples in Spanish with the translations. 

I speak Spanish so it’s easier for me, but I’d recommend one of three Romantic 

languages (Italian, French or Spanish). 

These are the three most sensual languages in the world. 

Examples: 

• ¿Cuál prefieres? ¿Un besito o un abracito? (Which do you prefer? A little 

kiss or a little hug?) 

• ¿Me extrañas mi amor? (Miss me my love?) 

• ¿Sabes qué? Me excitas mucho. (Do you know what? You really turn me 

on.) 

• ¿Te digo un secreto? (Can I tell you a secret?) 

• Me debes un beso 😊. (You owe me a kiss.) 

It doesn’t matter if you speak the language or not. 
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The point is that it is playful and fun for him to interact. 

Here is just one more way to show that you like to tease him, draws attention to 

yourself and keeps him chasing a little. 

This turns us on. 

Sometimes less is more- like in the next cute text message trick. 

4. Emoji-Only Messages 

This flirty texting technique works even better when you share inside jokes, pet 

names or inside stories with him. 

These kinds of text messages are cute and help you connect on a deeper level 

from the experiences you’ve already shared together. 

As you already know, pictures say a thousand words. 

Think of something that only you and him share. 

It doesn’t matter if you just started dating or have been married for years. 

Need some reminders or ideas? 

Just think of places, animals, actions or objects that pertain to a special story that 

you share. 

Examples: 

• Did you get stuck out in the rain together without an umbrella? 

Send him an umbrella or a rain cloud emoji. ➔☔ or 🌧 
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• Did he drop pizza on his pants and leave a tomato sauce stain during a date 

once? 

Send him a slice of pizza emoji. ➔🍕 

• Where was your first kiss? In the car? 

Send him car and kiss emojis. ➔🚗💋 

• Discuss a fulfilling a sexual fantasy together (sex on the beach)? 

Send him a beach emoji. ➔ 🏖  

• And what about inside pet names?  

One of my exes used to call me her crab and I called her my octopus (both 

names came from, well, slightly naughty situations 😉). 

So of course, we’d send each other emoji-only messages with the two animals. 

➔ 🦀 or 🐙 

Emoji-only text messages get the trick done… 

… keep him playing along with you and keep things light and fun. 

And along the lines of images, the next cute text message trick offers even more 

options and you can personalize or edit them with your phone. 

5. Pic-Only Messages 

And just like emoji text messages, pic-only messages work much better if there is 

a story behind them. 

And in some cases, they can even act like digital gifts. 
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You can even personalize them to your guy’s preferences- something that will get 

him thinking about you all day, excited to go somewhere with you or something 

that will endear him to you. 

Not sure what to send him? 

Check out these ideas. 

Example Ideas: 

• Where was your first date or first kiss? 

• Discussed a possible romantic get-away destination? 

• Did he leave a hickey mark on your neck from the date last night? 

• Considering buying sexy lingerie? 

• Is his favorite band performing in concert in your area in the next few 

months? 

• Finally get that tattoo on your hip you’d talked about? 

• Have a favorite cologne that you want him to wear that turns you on? 

• What was your first drink together that you shared? 

• Got a romantic song that means something to you both? 

• And of course, you can also get naughty (if it’s appropriate given where you 

are in your relationship). 

With any of these you can snap the picture yourself or if it’ll be too difficult to do 

so then just save or share it from the internet. 

These last two text message tricks work well when you send them when he least 

expects them. 
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The kinky ones work especially well during times when he can’t do anything about 

it.  

Why? 

Because it builds up sexual tension and the only way to release that tension is 

when he sees you next. 

Now I’ve got a little surprise for you- a couple extra bonus kinky and cute text 

message tricks… 

Bonus Secret Text Message Tricks 
All the fun and playful text message conversations I’ve ever been involved in had 

one thing in common. 

I made games of them. 

And these two accomplish just that. 

The first one reminds me of the backwards text messages. 

Centipede-Word Text Messages 

To be honest, I didn’t have a name for this kind of text. It’s just something I’ve 

done in text conversations with women I like. 

It’s something that a kid might do which is exactly why it’s cute and fun. 

Centipede-word text messages are sentences without spaces. Instead they’re 

written in a one-single-word format. 

Why do this? 

It makes him try to decode it. 
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Again, it’s fun and cute. 

Of course, centipede-word texts, along with the rest in this guide, really only work 

if the guy already is into you or you already have a relationship with him. 

To make them even more fun, turn some of them into questions. 

And I’d recommend you do NOT overdo these. Don’t send too many of these out. 

Mix them up with the other kinds of text messages mentioned here in this guide 

as well as the ones I share in (blog post names and links). 

Here are some Centipede-Word Text Message examples: 

• twoguesseswhatimthinking? 

• kissinparisorinfrontofafireplace? 

• wannawatchamovienakedunderthecoverswithme? 

• imnakedanddefenseless. 

• fireplaceglassofwineandmewannajoin? 

• kisswithtongueorslowanddry? 

• wannakiss? 

• inthemoodto----😉? 

Get kinky. 

Get cute. 

Have fun. 

Flirty texting is all about having fun and building up the sexual tension that 

distance creates when you aren’t together. 
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And here’s one more creative way to keep him on his toes and missing you all 

day. 

Emoji-Text Pop Quiz Text Messages 

Essentially this is a combination of text message techniques. 

So, you could create your own combinations. 

With the Emoji-Text Pop Quiz Texts you create, yet again, another spontaneous 

and playful, back-and-forth text game. 

Ask flirty (or even provocative) questions regarding something you’ve 

experienced or discussed before OR even an imaginary situation (I love these 

kind) (anchor link to exact spot in post). 

Build up the sexual tension or keep it clean and fun. 

Here are some Emoji-Text Pop Quiz Text examples: 

• Hey Sweetie. Hope you’re having a good day. I’m your 🧞 in a lamp 😉. 

You get one 🌠 to do whatever you want with me. What is it? Don’t be 

shy. 

• Hi! If we skipped 👷♂️ and ✈ anywhere. Where would we go? 

• Pop question! 😁 You get one 💋- anywhere. Where do you want it? 😘 

• Hey handsome 😘 Describe your biggest fantasy. 😉 

• Name the MOST ❤ place you’d want to 👄. 

• What’s the naughtiest place you’d want to 😉😏? 
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• You can only choose one… a good, long 💆♀️ or a tasty 👄. Which do you 

choose? 

Make it fun. 

Guys stress out and we need laid back, romantic and fun. 

Tickle us with your words. 

Become affectionate. 

Emoji-Text Pop Quiz Text Messages are fun, flirty and engaging. 

Test a few out. 

Build up the romantic mood. 

Connect with your man on an emotional level. 

Text something kinky and out of the ordinary. 

Let’s face it, if he likes you, he will get it. 

Kick your text game up a notch. 

Best of Luck in Connecting with Your Man, 

Orlando 

InfidelityFirstAidKit.com 
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